The University of Connecticut established the Office of University Compliance to assist in its efforts to promote a culture of integrity and ethical behavior, as well as to adhere to federal, state, and local regulatory requirements.

In general, compliance is about your and the University’s efforts to ensure we are abiding by relevant laws and regulations, as well as observing internal policies and guidelines.

Each of us has a role in University Compliance and have an individual responsibility to understand and adhere to ALL University policies and procedures, and to comply with local, state and federal laws and regulations. That is why it is in our best interest to serve you, in interpreting complex regulations, answering any questions you may have, providing you with education, resources, guidance, and mechanisms for reporting your concerns. Ultimately, we must work together to help ensure that the University Community is doing what is best for our students, patients, clients, guests and colleagues.

Remember, University Compliance starts and ends with YOU.

**About Us:**

- **Education & Training**
  Offers several different training initiatives in addition to our annual training sessions to inform and educate the University population

- **Compliance Monitoring**
  Partners with University units to monitor their compliance efforts and offer suggestions for improvement

- **Investigations**
  Investigates possible violations reported through various outlets available to the University, including UConn’s Anonymous REPORTLINE

- **Policy Review & Development**
  Assists in the development and review of institutional policies

- **Ethics & Compliance**
  Promotes the University’s commitment to compliance and ethics